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THE EVENT
Join us at the La Kretz Innovation Campus for an event you will never FORE-get! Come for the competition, the special guest
DJ (a total hit from last year), food, and the cold drinks, but stay for the networking and rejoining of our community at this
fun in-person event! Let's “putt” the fun back into fundraising as this annual event directly benefits the USGBC-LA Legacy
Project.
Our Legacy Project this year is The Reverence Project’s Survivor’s Healing Garden which will serve as a place of reflection
and gathering for survivors of violent crime in the Watts neighborhood of Los Angeles. Featuring native California vegetation,
meditative trails, pergolas, and art installations, this green space will facilitate healing and restorative justice solutions
among community members.
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September 14th, 2022
4:30pm - 6:30pm

BEER SPONSOR: $2000

In addition to the Par Sponsorship benefits, you will get unique branding while people enjoy while
people enjoy a refreshing beer on a warm day!

FOOD SPONSOR: $2000

In BENEFIT OF USGBC-LA's ANNUAL
LEGACY PROJECT

In addition to the Par Sponsorship benefits, you will get the unique opportunity to maximize your brand
awareness while people enjoy a delicious meal after getting a few hole-in-ones!

YOUR IMPACT
We're on a mission to build a more sustainable region for all. USGBC-LA connects, supports, and
engages our community of both thought leaders and sustainability professionals to inspire
advocates towards a greener, more equitable built environment. Learn more about our impact in
our 2021 Impact Report.

